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CLOU. BATH FINDINGS.

Breathtakingly beautiful. Pure, rough and yet 

designed. Exciting, powerful and quiet. Full of 

contrast. Clou combines beauty, form and 

function. Quality and affordability are closely 

monitored. The result is a versatile, innovative 

and perfectly balanced product overview. Our 

catalog includes prize-winning series such as 

Hammock, Wash Me and Kaldur. Minimalistic 

design with maximum atmosphere. One more 

mathematical in nature, the other organic. 

Made of beautiful innovative materials. For 

those who appreciate exclusive but affordable 

bathroom design. Dutch Design at its best.
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FIRST / washbasins

A complete, contemporary bathroom concept 

embracing washbasins, handbasins, bathtubs, 

toilets and bidet. Their flowing, organic, 

sculptural shapes lend every bathroom a 

contemporary but, above all, natural, warm 

appearance. First is very comprehensive – in 

terms of sizes, materials, and their combina-

tion. With First, larger bathrooms acquire a 

unique allure, and even the smallest bathroom 

or lavatory becomes very special.

First
(84x46x11 cm)
aluite
CL/02.27010
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First
(84x38x9 cm)

aluite
CL/02.27011

First
(84x46x11 cm)
mineral marble

CL/02.26010

First
(84x38x9 cm)

aluite
CL/02.27011
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Wash Me
(50x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01030

WASH ME / washbasins

No matter how large or small it may be, Wash 

Me lends every bathroom the visual tranquillity 

that turns it into an imposing, exclusive place 

to relax. Wash Me is a comprehensive 

less-is-more series of practical washbasins, 

handbasins and freestanding bathtubs. 

In various sizes and materials. From matt black 

ceramic to innovative marble composite and 

aluite.
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Wash Me
(50x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01030

Wash Me
(50x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01030

matt black ceramics
CL/02.30030

aluite
CL/02.13030

mineral marble
CL/02.26030
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Wash Me washbasin
(70x42x14 cm)
aluite
CL/02.13033

Wash Me
(70x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01032

matt black ceramics
CL/02.30032

aluite
CL/02.13032

mineral marble
CL/02.26032

Wash Me
(70x42x8 cm)
matt black ceramics
CL/02.30032
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Wash Me washbasin
(90x42x8 cm)
aluite
CL/02.13034

Wash Me
(90x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01034

matt black ceramics
CL/02.30034

aluite
CL/02.13034

mineral marble
CL/02.26034
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Wash Me double washbasin
(110x42x8 cm)
mineral marble
CL/02.26039

Wash Me
(110x42x8 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01038

matt black ceramics
CL/02.30038

aluite
CL/02.13038

aluite
CL/02.13039

mineral marble
CL/02.26038

mineral marble
CL/02.26039
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Wash Me
(75x32x12 cm)
aluite
CL/02.13134

Wash Me
(75x32x12 cm)
aluite
CL/02.13135
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Wash Me waterstop
(6,5x5,7 cm)

various colours
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WASH ME / waterstops

Playful, lively, colorful. A simple and refined 

redesign of the old waterstop. An object with 

an irresistible attraction. The stalk of the 

waterstop remains above water in order to 

open the drain without the hands getting wet. 

Small in size, big in impact. Touching allowed.
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Flush
(60x42x13 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.13020

FLUSH / washbasin

Imposing in size, rectangular in nature. With its 

two tap benches and 5 pretreated tap holes, it 

is possible to position the tap in two locations, 

behind or next to the basin. An architectural 

touch for you to decide.
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Match Me
(70x42x14 cm)
mineral marble
CL/02.08051

Match Me
(70x42x14 cm)
white ceramics
CL/02.01051.01

MATCH ME / washbasins

This washbasin is part or the modular Match 

Me furniture series. A series that gives you the 

freedom to organize your bathroom to your 

personal taste. Be sure to check out the rest of 

the family, starting from p. 231.
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HANDBASINS
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HAMMOCK / handbasins

Minimalist and edgy on the outside, smooth 

and fluid on the inside. A distinct contrast - 

that is the Hammock series all the way, where 

design, functionality, and ergonomics come to-

gether. From handbasin to complete bathroom 

set. Hammock is the perfect fit.

The two-person bathtubs are also worth taking 

a look at. They are freestanding, extraordina-

rily spacious, and as balanced as a sculpture. 

With Hammock, you no longer have to choose 

between geometric and organic. Keep your 

eyes open and discover the other members.
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Hammock
(65x25,5x16 cm)

aluite
CL/03.13270
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aluite
CL/03.13370

Hammock
(45x18x11 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08370

Hammock
(45x18x11 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13370

aluite
CL/03.13270

Hammock
(65x25,4x16 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08270
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Mini Match Me
(45x32x10 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08151

Mini Match Me
(45x32x10 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13151

MINI MATCH ME / handbasins

Meet the younger brother of our Match Me 

washbasin. Same concept, smaller dimensions, 

especially for the lavatory. Check out the 

furniture series at p. 237.
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Mini Match Me handbasin
(45x32x10 cm)
mineral marble

CL/03.08151
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FIRST / handbasins

Their flowing, organic, sculptural shapes lend 

every bathroom a contemporary but, above all, 

natural, warm appearance. First is very 

comprehensive – in terms of sizes, materials, 

and their combination. First handbasins are 

available with or without tap bench, for wall 

mounting or counter mounting.

First handbasin
(36x21,8x8 cm)
aluite
CL/03.10021

First Plus
(47,5x32,7x10,5 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08201
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First
(36x21,8x9 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03110

First
(38,8x24,6x8 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08101

First
(38,8x24,6x8 cm)
aluite
CL/03.10100
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cover for First and Flush drain
chrome

CL/1060.3001.40

cover for First and Flush drain
brushed stainless steel

CL/1060.3001.40

cover for First and Flush drain
matt black

CL/1060.3001.21

First Plus
(47,5x32,7x10,5 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13201

First PLus
(47,5x32,7x10,5 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08200
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MINI WASH ME / handbasins

No matter how large or small it may be, Wash 

Me lends every bathroom the visual tranquillity 

that turns it into an imposing, exclusive place 

to relax. Wash Me is a comprehensive 

less-is-more series of practical washbasins, 

handbasins and freestanding bathtubs. 

In various sizes and materials. From matt black 

ceramic to innovative marble composite and 

aluite. Mini Wash Me brings you the same 

timeless design in a variety of smaller 

dimensions.

Mini Wash Me Plus
(56x24x8,5 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03234
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Mini Wash Me handbasin
(38x24x6 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13130

Mini Wash Me
(38x24x6 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08130

matt black ceramics
CL/03.12231

Mini Wash Me Plus
(48x32x7,5 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03230
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Mini Wash Me handbasin
(45x19x6 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03136

Mini Wash Me
(45x19x6 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13135

Mini Wash Me
(45x19x6 cm)
matt black ceramics
CL/03.12237

Mini Wash Me Plus 
(56x24x7,5 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08235
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Mini Wash Me
(56x19x6 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08138

Mini Wash Me 
(56x19x6 cm)
aluite
CL/03.1319

Mini Wash Me 
(56x19x6 cm)
matt black ceramics
CL/03.12238

Mini Wash Me 
(56x19x6 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03140
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MINI WASH ME / waterstops

Playful, lively, colorful. A simple and refined 

redesign of the old waterstop. An object with 

an irresistible attraction. The stalk of the 

waterstop remains above water in order to 

open the drain without the hands getting wet. 

Small in size, big in impact. Touching allowed.

Mini Wash Me waterstop
(5x5,5 cm)
orange silicone
CL/06.55025
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NEW FLUSH / handbasins

Twenty years ago, the first Flush. The success 

of this series proves that a balanced design 

provides timeless functionality and appea-

rance. Compact balanced proportions, the 

pursuit of timeless simplicity, for the first time 

the oval plug, a design element, so recogniza-

bly Clou. This success story is extended with a 

second chapter by New Flush. With New Flush 

we celebrate this wonderful birthday. The same 

proven proportions with even greater attention 

to detail. Probably the most striking difference 

between Flush and New Flush is its wall 

thickness. Wafer-thin they are. Designed with 

utmost precision. Which one do you choose?
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New Flush 1
(28x27x10 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03410.01

New Flush 1
(28x27x10 cm) 
white ceramics
CL/03.03410

aluite
CL/03.13410.02
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New Flush 2
(35,5x24,5x10 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13420.02

aluite
CL/03.13420.02

New Flush 2
(35,5x24,5x10 cm
white ceramics
CL/03.03420
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New Flush 3
(35x18x10 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.13430.01

New Flush 3
(35x18x10 cm) 
white ceramics
CL/03.03430

aluite
CL/03.13430

aluite
CL/03.13430.02
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New Flush 3.1
(38x18x10 cm)

white ceramics
CL/03.03431
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New Flush 3.1
(38x18x10 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03431

New Flush 3.1
(38x18x10 cm) 
white ceramics
CL/03.03431

aluite
CL/03.13431.02
with the possibility to add  a 
DIY soap dish
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Flush 3
(36x18x9 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03030

FLUSH / handbasins

Twenty years ago Clou released the first Flush. 

The success of this series proves that a 

balanced design provides a lasting functional-

ity and appearance. Compact proportions, the 

pursuit of timeless simplicity, for the first time 

the oval plug, a design element, so recogniz-

ably Clou. The Flush series exists in various 

materials, sizes and designs. We’re curious to 

hear which one is your favourite. 
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Flush 1
(28x27x9 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03010

Flush 1
(28x27x9 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08011

matt black ceramics
CL/03.12010

aluite
CL/03.13011
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Flush 2 Plus
(42,5x29x10,5 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03220

Flush 2 Plus
(42,5x29x10,5 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13221

Flush 2
(36x24,5x9 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08021

white ceramics
CL/03.03021
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Flush 3 with towel holder
(36x18x9 cm)
aluite
CL/03.13031.02

Flush 3
(36x18x9 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03032

mineral marble
CL/03.08032

aluite
CL/03.13032

concrete
CL/03.11030

matt black ceramics
CL/03.12030
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Flush 5
(27x27x10 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03050

white ceramics
CL/03.03051

Flush 5
(27x27x10 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03050
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Flush 6
(27x31,5x28 cm)
matt black ceramics
CL/03.12060
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Flush 6
(27x31,5x28 cm)
mineral marble
CL/03.08061

Flush 6
(27x31,5x28 cm)
white ceramics
CL/03.03061

platinum/white ceramics
CL/03.14060

aluite
CL/03.13061

matt black ceramics
CL/03.12060
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INBE / handbasin

Is your lavatory ready for restyling? No more 

searching for the perfect trap that matches 

your tap’s design. Our design team already 

chose the best combination of products, 

leaving you with an easy to order, matching 

design set. The InBe set consists of a timeless 

designed handbasin in white ceramic, a cold 

water tap, drain and trap in chrome. Materials 

that are easy to maintain and retain their 

appearance for years. Why search further?

InBe handbasin set
(29x27x9 cm)
white ceramics and chrome
IB/03.03099
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TOILETS & BIDET
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WASHBASINS

Hammock toilet
(49x36,3x35,2 cm)
white ceramics
CL/04.01080

HAMMOCK / rimless toilets

Rimless toilets have become the new standard. 

The idea of rimless, however, is often limited to 

a marketing concept. The design is commonly 

affected by the need for functionality. The 

Hammock toilet, however, made rimless a 

functional reality. Truly rimless, truly functional 

and truly well-designed. We are very proud to 

present this toilet.
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Hammock toilet
(56x36,8x32,5 cm)
white ceramics
CL/04.01060
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Hammock toilet
(49x36,3x32,5 cm)

white ceramics
CL/04.01080
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First toilet
(55x36x37,5 cm)
white ceramics
CL/04.01020

First bidet
(55x36x25 cm)
white ceramics
CL/04.50010

FIRST / toilet & bidet

The bidet, often a forgotten bathroom 

element, is regaining in popularity. Our First 

toilet and bidet fit nicely next to each other 

thanks to the gently curved design. Are you 

thinking about a bathroom renovation? Why 

not install this sanitary combination and find 

out why more and more people find their way 

towards the bidet again.
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BATHTUBS
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WASHBASINS

Hammock bathtub
(200x85x60 cm)
white acrylic
CL/05.60010

HAMMOCK / bathtubs

This two-person bathtub impresses with a 

strong character and a clear design of purist 

appearance. Overly well balanced and 

generously proportioned, it unfolds a high 

sensuous appeal particularly when freestan-

ding. The soft surfaces and the distinctive 

design highlight of the matched mixer tap 

appeal to the emotions of users. It is ideal for 

adults who rejoice in a perfect space to relax, 

but also for playing children.

the Red Dot jury
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Hammock bathtub
(200x140x50 cm)
white acrylic
CL/05.60020
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Hammock bathtub
(200x85x60 cm)

white acrylic
CL/05.60010
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Wash Me bathtub
(220x85x54 cm)
white acrylic
CL/05.50010

WASH ME / bathtub

The Wash Me bathtub, great simplicity.

An unmistakably stately character,  

generous dimensions and a timeless look.

Handmade. Unprecedented luxury.

Why search further?
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FIRST / bathtub

Meet the First bathtub, part of a complete, 

contemporary bathroom concept embracing 

washbasins, handbasins, bathtub, toilet and 

bidet. Their flowing, organic, sculptural shapes 

lend every bathroom a contemporary but, 

above all, natural, warm appearance. First is 

very comprehensive – in terms of sizes, 

materials, and their combination. With First, 

larger bathrooms acquire a unique allure, and 

even the smallest bathroom or lavatory 

becomes very special. Pay attention to the 

beautifully designed overflow. It’s all in the 

details.

First bathtub
(182x82x49 cm)
aluite
CL/05.13010
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INBE / bathtubs

Sometimes, some me-time is all you need. A 

moment to decelerate the pace of life around 

you. Take your time to relax. If not now, when? 

InBe freestanding bathtubs in white acrylic. 

A selection of subtile designs; smooth, curved 

or straight. And now it’s me-time.
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InBe bathtub
(178x80x56 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40300
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InBe bathtub
(165x73,5x61,5 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40301
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InBe bathtub
(170x67x60 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40302
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InBe bathtub
(180x85x61 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40102
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InBe bathtub
(180x80x60 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40305

nieuwe render
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InBe bathtub
(172x74x60,5 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40506
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InBe bathtub with pop-up drain
(178x80x57 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40100
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InBe bathtub with pop-up drain
(178x80x60,5 cm)
acrylic
IB/05.40105
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TAPS, DRAINS & TRAPS
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KALDUR / freestanding bathtub mixer

The elegant Kaldur mixer tap stands out 

thanks to its gently curved form, symbiotically 

complementing the bathtub itself. Kaldur is 

made from polished chrome and features a 

coloured showerhead with soft-touch finish 

that attracts the eye, rests well in the hand and 

is particularly pleasing to the touch. The mixer 

tap thus emerges almost like a freestanding 

high-rise next to the bath. Clou’s entry has 

elevated it to one of the best brands in the 

design industry this year.

Professor Dr. Peter Zec

President of the Red Dot organization

Kaldur freestanding bathtub mixer
(99,2x22,5 cm)
chrome
CL/06.25.005.29
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KALDUR / freestanding bathtub mixer

No matter how large or small it may be, Wash 

Me lends every bathroom the visual tranquillity 

that turns it into an imposing, exclusive place 

to relax. Wash Me is a comprehensive 

less-is-more series of practical washbasins, 

wash-hand basins and freestanding baths.

In various sizes and materials. From honed 

basalt to ceramic, and from innovative marble 

composite to aluite. For this series, a special 

furniture programme has been developed 

featuring various woods, mirrors and 

suspension methods.

First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010
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KALDUR / universal hand showers

As with the other products in the kaldur series,

it’s all about the pure form. The coloured hand 

shower attracts the eye, rests well in the hand 

and is particularly pleasing to the touch. It’s 

available in chrome or in orange, blue, white or 

grey with soft-touch surface. A unique feeling 

for a unique hand shower. And yet universally 

applicable to flexible hoses with the standard 

1/2” connection.

Kaldur universal hand shower 
(13,3x8,5x4,1 cm)
chrome or soft-touch in various colors 
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

XO / freestanding bathtub mixers

The XO series comes in a variety of designs. 

Wether you’re looking for rectangular, round, 

bold or sleek, it’s all here. And because we 

have absolute faith in the quality of our Xo 

taps, we offer a ten-year guarantee. We always 

have a ready stock of those components that 

are subject to wear and tear as a result of daily 

use, so you can always enjoy using this 

fantastic product. Want to personalize your 

tap? Combine it with a Kaldur handshower in 

the colour of your choice.

Xo type 7
(102,5x22x15 cm)
chrome
CL/06.04007.29
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Xo type 13
(89,7x22,6x15 cm)

brushed stainless steel
CL/06.04013.41
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Xo type 1
(106x22,5x20 cm)
chrome
CL/06.04001.29

Xo type 3
(99,5x29x15 cm)

chrome
CL/06.04003.29
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Xo type 5
(85x18,5x14 cm)
chrome
CL/06.04005.29

Xo type 13
(89,7x22,6x15 cm)

chrome
CL/06.04013.29
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Xo type 8
(104x26,5x15 cm)
chrome
CL/06.04008.29
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KALDUR / washbasin mixers

Timeless and perpetual universal design.

In this world of excesses we designed a series 

of taps for bathrooms and toilets with a 

stunning simplicity. Everything that is 

unnecessary has been omitted, and only the 

pure shapes have been retained. They are 

slimline and elegant, yet also have a strong 

presence. Kaldur: a real challenge for 

development and production, but the result is 

a delight, and technically perfect.

Kaldur two hole mixer
(19,7x17,5x3,3 cm)
chrome
CL/06.15.003.29.L
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

Xo / washbasin mixer taps

The XO series comes in a variety of designs. 

Wether you’re looking for rectangular, round, 

bold or sleek, it’s all here. Xo, also for the 

washbasin.

Xo type 13
(18,8x11,9x4 cm)
chrome
CL/06.14013.29      
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Xo type 12
(19,3x11,9x4 cm)

chrome
CL/06.14012.29      
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Xo type 7 
(19,3x11,9x4 cm)

chrome
CL/06.14007.29      

Xo type 1
(19,3x11,9x4 cm)
chrome
CL/06.14001.29      
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KALDUR / cold water taps

Timeless and perpetual universal design.

In this world of excesses we designed a series 

of taps for bathrooms and toilets with a 

stunning simplicity. Everything that is 

unnecessary has been omitted, and only the 

pure shapes have been retained. They are 

slimline and elegant, yet also have a strong 

presence. Kaldur: a real challenge for 

development and production, but the result is 

a delight, and technically perfect. 

Kaldur, also for the lavatory.

Kaldur
(16x12x3 cm)
chrome
CL/06.05.004.29.R
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

Kaldur
(19,8x17,4x3 cm)
chrome 
CL/06.05.003.29.L
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Kaldur
(16x6,8x3 cm)
chrome
CL/06.05.002.29

Kaldur
(7,4x6,8x3 cm)
chrome
CL/06.05.001.29
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FREDDO / cold water taps

The Freddo series comes in a variety of 

designs. Wether you’re looking for rectangular, 

round, bold or sleek, it’s all here. We always 

have a ready stock of those components that 

are subject to wear and tear as a result of daily 

use, so you can always enjoy using this 

fantastic product. Also available in brushed 

stainless steel for a very comtemporary look.

Be sure to check out our other matching 

stainless steel products, like drains, traps, angle 

valves and other lavatory accessories.

Freddo 1
(20,5x10,5x7,8 cm)
chrome
CL/06.03.003.29
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Freddo 2
(19x12x4,5 cm)
chrome CL/06.03.001.29.L
brushed stainless steel CL/06.03.001.41.L
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Freddo 3
(15x10x4,5 cm)
chrome
CL/06.03.011.29

Freddo 4
(16x10x4,5,5 cm)
chrome
CL/06.03.012.29
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Freddo 9
(15,5x8,4x4,5 cm)
chrome CL/06.03013
brushed stainless steel CL/06.03013.41

Freddo 10
(26x8,4x4,5 cm)
chrome 
CL/06.03014
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Freddo 5
(19x12x4,5 cm)
chrome CL/06.03.006.29.L
brushed stainless steel CL/06.03.006.41.L
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Freddo 11 short version
(9x6,8x4,5 cm)
chrome CL/06.03015.S
brushed stainless steel CL/06.03015.41.S

also available in long version
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Minisuk drain
chrome CL/06.53011.29
brushed stainless steel CL/06.53011.41

MINISUK / handbasin traps

A regular washbasin trap is too big and bulky 

for a little handbasin and knocks the design of 

the set off balance. Especially for all 

handbasins, Clou has developed a small trap, 

the Minisuk. This specially designed trap gives 

your lavatory set a sleek and beautiful 

designer finish. Also available in brushed 

stainless steel.
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FURNITURE
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HAMMOCK / furniture

You’ve probable figured out where the 

inspiration of this series came from. The 

Hammock series is minimalist and edgy on the 

outside, smooth and fluid on the inside. A 

distinct contrast - that is the Hammock series 

all the way. With Hammock, you no longer have 

to choose between geometric and organic. 

Pay extra attention to the elegant drain with 

waterstop. There’s no such thing as detail.

Hammock furniture combination
(110x50,3x32 cm)
aluite, matt white lacquered with verona oak front
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Hammock furniture combination
(180x50,3x32 cm)
aluite and matt white lacquered
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Hammock furniture combination
(220x50,3x32 cm)
aluite, high-gloss white lacquered with ottawa pine front
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Hammock furniture combination
(140x50,3x32 cm)
aluite, matt white lacquered with pearl oak front

Hammock furniture combination
(70x50,3x62 cm and 40x170x30 cm)
aluite and high-gloss white lacquered 
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Match Me furniture combination
(150x42x141 cm)
white melamine and black oak
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

Match Me furniture combination
(210x42x141 cm)
high-gloss white lacquer and ottawa pine

MATCH ME / furniture

Just six components who create over fifty 

possible combinations. Match Me: minimalistic, 

versatile, sophisticated design. This modular 

bathroom furniture concept works well in 

every bathroom, regardless of size. By the way, 

did you know that the washbasin is freely 

placable on the shelf? Also have a look at the 

Mini Match Me at p. 237, same concept, smaller 

dimensions.
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Match Me furniture combination with Wash Me washbasin
(210x42x141 cm)
high-gloss white lacquered 
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

Mini Match Me furniture combination
(120x29,2x40 cm)
high-gloss white lacquered

MINI MATCH ME / furniture

Same minimalistic, versatile, sophisticated 

concept as its bigger brother, with smaller 

dimensions specially for the lavatory.
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Mini Match Me furniture combination
(90x29,2x40 cm)

high-gloss white lacquered with pearl oak shelve
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Mini Match Me furniture combination
(70x29,2x40 cm)
high-gloss white lacquered with ottawa pine shelf

ottawa pine

pearl oak

verona oak

high-gloss white 
lacquered
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MIRRORS
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

LIMITED EDITION / mirror

Did you know that the first moments in the 

morning determine your further mood of the 

day? We all have our rituals to guide that 

important moment in the right direction. For 

some, a cup of coffee, others a moment to stare 

straight ahead and do some self-reflection. 

And let the latter be where this mirror excels in.

How do you start your day?

Limited Edition
(105x3 cm)
matt black powder coated aluminum
CL/08.90105.21
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

HOLD ME / mirror support & frames

Round, rectangular, visible or invisible. 

Also options available in stainless steel.

HOLD ME mirror frame
(50x3 cm)
brushed stainless steel
CL/08.05.001.41
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HOLD ME hidden mirror fixing
(10x3,5x30/40/50/60/70/90cm)
polished stainless steel

HOLD ME mirror support
(3,5x1,5x1,5 cm)
chrome / 
brushed stainless steel
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ACCESSORIES
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

CLIFF / (shower) shelves

Inspired by the natural form of stones. Organic 

forms instead of the usual straight, angular 

shelves. Forms calling for a touch, in contrast 

with the straight lines and sleek designs in the 

bathroom or shower. The variety and natural 

movement in their shape makes Cliff shelves 

real eye-catchers in the bathroom. Made from 

ceramics, making them easy to clean and well 

appropriate for wet spaces.
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CL/09.00011
(19x6,4x5 cm)

CL/09.00001
(19x6,4x5 cm)

CL/09.00014
(27x8x6 cm)

CL/09.00004
(27x8x6 cm)

CL/09.00012
(21x11,2x4 cm)

CL/09.00002
(21x11,2x4 cm)

CL/09.00015
(32x7x5,2 cm)

CL/09.00005
(32x7x5,2 cm)

CL/09.00013
(26x9x7,5 cm)

CL/09.00003
(26x9x7,5 cm)

CL/09.00016
(36x7,8x5,5 cm)

CL/09.00006
(36x7,8x5,5 cm)
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SLIM / accessories

We’ve always loved the contrast between 

brushed stainless steel and our smooth matt 

white aluite. This in combination with the 

elegant design of the Slim series, results in the 

perfect match. Are you looking for a great 

combination? Check out our First washbasin in 

aluite at p. 12.

Slim toilet brush holder
(37x13,2x16,2 cm)
brushed stainless and aluite
CL/09.03042.41
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Slim
brushed stainless steel and aluite
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

FLAT / accessories

Ready to create some contrast in your 

bathroom or lavatory? The Flat series is 

available in chrome, black and white.

Beautifully combinable with a matt black 

washbasin and with our Limited Edition 

black-edged round mirror.

Flat toilet paper holder
(16,5x7,2x4,8 cm)
matt black
CL/09.02030.21

nieuwe render
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Flat toilet set
matt white
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Flat toilet set
matt black
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Flat toilet set
chrome
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Flat bathroom set
chrome
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

QUADRIA / accessories

Our designers have put their effort in creating 

an accessories series without wall rosette.

The robust shapes extrude straight out of the 

wall, creating an absolute no-nonsense 

sculptural product. Straight-forward lines and 

rectangular simplicity which last a lifetime.

Quadria toilet brush holder
(37,4x8x8 cm)
chrome
CL/09.01.121.29

Quadria toilet paper holder
(13,8x6,5x1,4 cm)
chrome
CL/09.01.105.29
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Quadria series
chrome
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

SJOKKER / accessories

If our Flat series hadn’t convinced you yet 

about the need for contrast, our Sjokker series 

defenitely will. The Sjokker series is available in 

chrome, stainless steel, black and white. 

Beautifully combinable with a matt black or 

white washbasin and, of course, with our 

Limited Edition black-edged round mirror.

Sjokker soap dispenser
(17,6x9,3x4 cm)
matt white / matt black
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Sjokker soap dispensers
matt white / matt black
chrome / brushed stainless steel

Sjokker toilet brush holders
matt white / matt black
chrome / brushed stainless steel
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First washbasin
(84x46x11 cm)
Aluite
CL/02.27010

INBE / accessories set

Good design doesn’t need to be expensive. 

This easy to order matching accessories set 

fits any lavatory. Chrome, a material that’s easy 

to maintain and will retain its appearance for 

years. Why search further?

InBe toilet set
chrome
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Clou bv

Thermiekstraat 1
NL-6361 HB Nuth 
P.O.box 22170 
NL-6360 AD Nuth
The Netherlands

T 0031 (0)45 524 56 56
F 0031 (0)45 524 60 00

info@clou.nl
www.clou.nl
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